
Promoting Asia-Pacific Economic Integration

The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Study Centre 
at Griffith University conducts research and engages relevant 
communities on international trade and investment, sustainable 
development, and inclusive growth in the Asia-Pacific region. The 
APEC Study Centre is one of two Australian member institutions 
in the APEC Study Centre Consortium (ASCC), a network of 
over a hundred research institutes and university centres across 
twenty-one APEC member economies.  

The APEC Study Centre (ASC) is based in the Griffith Asia 
Institute in the Business School, and aims to provide high-
quality research and analysis on economic and political trends 
in the Asia-Pacific region relevant to the APEC Forum’s mission 
and objectives.

As a network of universities and research institutions in APEC 
economies, the ASCC serves to promote interdisciplinary and 
policy-relevant research from an independent perspective by 
facilitating academic exchange and providing opportunities for 
mutually beneficial training. 

The goals of the ASC are to:

• Provide high-quality research and analysis on APEC-related 
issues, and produce socially relevant knowledge, contributing to 
regional cooperation and development.

• Offer short-term academic-based training programs to 
policy makers and business leaders, in order to advance APEC-
relevant skills and knowledge.

• Host high level public forums and lectures on latest 
developments and trends on APEC-related issues and activities. 
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Research Areas
The ASC’s priority research themes are:

• International trade and investment in the Asia-Pacific region which includes 
research into the nature, scale and effects of the integration of regional goods, 
services and asset markets, competitiveness, and barriers to cross-border exchange. 

• Sustainable growth including the sources of economic growth, the role of 
international factors in development, structural reform issues, productivity, poverty 
alleviation, income inequality, sustainability principles and environmental risk 
management. 

• Inclusive development including business resilience and the role of social capital 
for SMEs; empowerment and security for vulnerable groups such as women and the 
aging; infrastructure for financial inclusion. 

• Establish how regional economic associations achieve policy coordination including 
the organisational factors (membership, structure, control, flexibility, strategic 
alignment, issues and incentives) that contribute to effective cooperation.

Training & Consultancy
The ASC regularly provides training in the Trade Policy Course within the Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade. The ASC works in partnership with the International Business 
Development Unit (IBDU) of Griffith International.  

Established in 1992, the International Business Development Unit specialises in the 
management of international development assistance projects for donor agencies 
such as the Australian Government’s aid program, the Asian Development Bank 
and the World Bank, and the development of focused training programs for foreign 
governments and business corporations. 

IBDU has a 23-year record of delivering a wide variety of flexible, distance, online 
and traditional-based education projects on budget and on time, made possible by an 
adherence to standard project management methodologies.  

ASC Director 
The Centre’s Director is Tony Makin, Professor of Economics at Griffith University. He 
has previously served as an international consultant with the IMF Institute based in 
Singapore, as Australian convenor of the structural issues group of the Pacific Economic 
Co-operation Council (PECC), and as a senior economist in the Australian federal 
departments of Finance, Foreign Affairs and Trade, The Treasury and Prime Minister 
and Cabinet. He has a PhD from the Australian National University, and specialises in 
international macroeconomic issues. 

Professor Makin is the author of Global Finance and the Macroeconomy; Global 
Imbalances, Exchange Rates and Stabilization Policy; and International Macroeconomics.  
He has published widely in economics and public policy journals including, the Journal 
of International Money and Finance, The World Economy, Economic Modelling, 
International Review of Economics and Finance, Applied Economics, Contemporary 
Economic Policy, The Economic Record, Australian Journal of Public Administration, as 
well as in numerous Asia oriented journals, including Asian Survey, China and World 
Economy and Journal of Asian Economics.


